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The Official Monthly Publication of Gun Owners’ Action League - Protecting Your Freedom Since 1975 February 2013 Dedicated to Education, Safety, Training, and Support of Massachusetts Firearms Owners



Making A Stand Citizens around the state are making a stand to protect their civil rights!



Within hours of the brutal murders in Sandy Hook Elementary School the anti-civil rights mob couldn’t get their agenda out fast enough. A well orchestrated attack on the Second Amendment was launched on all fronts, federal, state and local levels were all subject to the onslaught. With the public outcry for answers, there were many political “leaders” and pundits ready and willing to provide the grieving public a convenient, but contrived, bad guy. In their minds it is easier to give the public someone to be angry with than to actually do the hard work of dealing with the human criminal element. This time a great number of the general public simply was not buying it. The coordinated effort to use a tragedy to destroy our Second Amendment Civil Rights was aided by an uneducated national media. Their endless rants about “military style” weapons and high capacity “clips” was a 24/7 drone in the ears of Americans, but nowhere were calls for preventing a killer in the class-



room. Even when the National Rifle Association called for resource (security) officers in schools, they were ridiculed by many for just trying to get guns in the schools. Perhaps the greatest insult from these naysayers on this point is that the big city mayors already have armed security in schools and certainly many themselves have private armed security. The hypocrisy is endless.



One common theme from citizens fighting back is that they are tired of being blamed for the actions of criminals. They continue to read story after story about convicted



criminals continually getting deals that result in lighter sentences if any at all. Career criminals that have a long list of previous convictions inContd. Page 8



Thankfully these outright attacks and smoke screens are not being bought by most of the general public. People all across the state, and the country, are making a stand and fighting back. Thousands of phone calls and emails have flooded the Massachusetts State House since the Governor and others have proposed a laundry list of civil rights attacks. People on local levels are organizing rallies and standouts decrying attacks on their civil rights. The rise of grassroots efforts to defeat these attacks is heartwarming. Lawful citizens are making it clear that they have had enough and are standing together to make a stand.



Change Service Requested A picture that is worth a thousand words, MA gun owners showed up in droves at the State House.
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GOAL News - Print Edition is the Official Journal of Gun Owners’ Action League. GOAL is the official state association of the National Rifle Association.
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GOAL is dedicated to education, safety, training and support of Massachusetts Firearms Owners. Join GOAL Protecting Your Freedom Begins Here! Since 1975, GOAL has represented the interests of the law abiding citizens of Massacusetts.



Gun Owners’ Action League Officials James Wallace, Executive Director GOAL Board of Directors President: Jay Beard 1st Vice President: Lynne Roberts Treasurer: Lynne Roberts Secretary: Ellie Horwitz Term up in 2014 Ross Schacher Steve Moysey Jim Finnerty Joe Currie Michael Anthony



Term up in 2013 Mark Jester John Beaumont Peter McBride Gary Wilk



Gun Owners’ Action League is the official state firearms association in Massachusetts. We are an association of law-abiding citizens who believe in the basic right of firearms ownership for competition, recreation and self-protection. GOAL works hard to defend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights against those in Massachusetts who wish to infringe upon the freedoms guaranteed by our forefathers. The programs sponsored and developed by Gun Owners’ Action League are supported by competitors, sportsmen, recreational shooters and law enforcement throughout the state. We were formed in 1974 to protect the right to keep and bear arms for lawful purposes in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We are recognized as the state’s premier gun rights association. Why You Should Join GOAL Every intrusion on our gun rights is an intrusion on all rights. The Constitutional rights and freedoms that you enjoy - and may take for granted - are becoming more fragile each day. Secure your rights for yourself, your family and future generations. Join GOAL and become part of the solution today.



Gun Owners’ Action League is a grassroots organization whose members actively participate in the many facets of protecting our Second AmendGun Owners’ Action League - GOAL News “Print Edition” is published ment rights and passing on the shooting sports traditions. monthly and provided as a membership benefit to all classes of memberNo one has any reason to fear the possession of firearms by law-abiding ship who wish to receive it. citizens. GOAL publishes materials to bring the truth about gun ownerSubmissions of original works are welcomed. However the editor reserves ship to the public, the legislature and our members. the right to reject or appropriately edit any submitted material. We also provide courses to new shooters, as well as certification training for Reprint permission is granted provided that appropriate credit is given in those wishing to become firearms instructors. We also provide referrals to instructors around the state. the form of the statement: “Reprinted from GOAL News Print Edition”. Advertisers should contact Mike Sweeney GOAL Communications Manager at 508-393-5333 or [email protected] for rates and information.



GOAL News - Print Edition Chief Executive Officer: James Wallace Editor: Michael Sweeney Contributing Editors: Angela Fisher, Jon Green, Steve Moysey, Jay Beard



Join online, at http://goal.org/joingoal.html or see our form on pg. 10



GOAL B.O.D. Meeting Schedule - 2013



And it Begins Most of the many bills that we fully suspected would be filed this year don’t yet have permanent bill numbers or direct web links to the language. Over the next few weeks GOAL will be reviewing legislation and providing our members with summaries. Below is just a sample of the legislation titles and the sponsors we have found so far. There are certainly many more to come. • An Act to Strengthen and Enhance Firearm Laws in the Commonwealth – Governor Deval Patrick • An Act Relative to Firearms and Firearm Violence – Senator Cynthia Stone Creem • An Act Relative to the Illegal Trafficking of Firearms – Senator Cynthia Stone Creem • An Act Relative to the Transmission of Firearms Background Check Information – Rep. Aaron Michlewitz • An Act Relative to Firearms in the Commonwealth - Rep. Timothy Toomey • An Act Providing for Secure Storage for Large Numbers of Firearms – Rep. Kevin Murphy • An Act Relative to Study for GPS Locators on Firearms – Senator Anthony Petruccelli • An Act Increasing the Penalties for Illegal Possession of Firearms – Senator Eileen Donoghue • An Act to Reduce Gun Violence and Protect the Citizens of the Commonwealth – Rep. David Linsky • An Act Relative to the Sale and Possession of Body Armor – Rep. Brian Mannal • An Act Enhancing Public Safety through the Use of Technology – Senator Anthony Petruccelli • An Act Regarding the Preven-



tion of Illegal Trafficking and Gun Violence – Senator Sonya Chang-Diaz Over the upcoming months the different legislative committees will be holding hearings on these and other bills. When GOAL gets word of these we will try to give our members as much advanced notice as possible so that you will have the opportunity to have your voice heard. While we are waiting for the official hearings to take place, many GOAL members want to know what they can do to help. Here are a few suggestions: • Get to know who your local and national legislators are. Make the personal contact them with and make them aware that you are simply the mechanic, plumber, carpenter, doctor or lawyer next door. Build on that relationship in a positive way so they become very familiar with who you are as a constituent and neighbor. Most local legislators have district office hours so that you can often make an appointment in your town and avoid having to make a special trip into the State House. • Make an appointment and bring a few friends with some very clear points you would like to make and some suggestions and action items for them. • Asking your local legislators to meet with a GOAL representative to get more detailed information is always helpful. • Local state representatives and senators often have local fundraising events such as barbecues. Attend these events with friends and families and take a moment to mingle with the crowd and express your concerns over what is happening.



GOAL members in good standing are always welcome at GOAL Board of Directors Meetings. All meetings are held at GOAL HQ - Northboro, MA. 6:30 pm. 2013 Schedule: January 17, February 14, March 14, April 18, June 13, August 15, September 12, October 17, November 14.



• Form a local discussion forum at the local school auditorium or VFW hall. Invite local politicians, law enforcement and a GOAL speaker to open up discussion about what really needs to be done and what has already not worked in Massachusetts. • Make sure that GOAL has your email address so that you can receive our Friday News and periodic updates as more information comes in. • Post information at your local club so that people without internet and email access are getting updates on action alerts. • Spend just a few minutes at your club meetings going over



what is happening at the State House. Invite your local legislators to a club meeting to address the members on what is happening and what they are doing to protect your rights and go after the human criminal element. • And of course if you have friends that are not GOAL members, please ask them to join and support us. Committee Assignments As we begin a new legislative session in an all-out battle to defend our Second Amendment Civil Rights, the legislative body is beginning the process of putting together comContd. page 11



"My Life Journey with Smith & Wesson" chronicles Dwayne Charron's early days at Smith & Wesson where his first job was pushing the coffee and sandwich cart. This book details Dwayne's days as Director of Research and Development, during which time he worked on projects such as the Model 41, Model 52, Model 61 and the Model 76 submachine gun, to name a few. The book follows Dwayne through his later years as a design engineer in the 1980s, to his final days at the company as a docent at the Smith & Wesson museum. "My Life Journey with Smith & Wesson" is a must-read for every serious gun enthusiast!



“This book provides a rare opportunity for the collector to enter a time capsule with the author whose career spanned many decades while he provides an insight into the development of many notable Smith & Wesson handguns.” Mr. Roy Jinks, Smith & Wesson Historian
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By Jim Wallace - GOAL Executive Director



In This Issue:



GOAL News



GOAL News Print Edition



From the Executive Director



GOAL News



• 



From the Executive Director - Jim Wallace From The Editor - Mike Sweeney Patriot Games by Steve Moysey NRA - National News GOAL Annual Meeting Notice GOAL Training Schedule GOAL’s Membership Application Club News - Worcester Pistol & Rifle The Reloading Bench by Jim Finnerty



February 2013 Ju



New Address: Gun Owners’ Action League 361 W. Main St. / PO Box 567 Northboro, Massachusetts 01532 508-393-5333 www.goal.org Approximately 2,000 citizens attended the January 19 rally at the State House, see page 8 for more photos



● Foreword by Roy Jinks ● Prologue by Dean W. Charron ● Introduction by Dwayne W. Charron ● My Journey Begins ● Return on Investment ● High Speed Form Tools ● Uncle Sam Calls ● The "Hole" Story ● I Was A "Loaner" ● The Experimental Department ● My Favorite Number is... (Model 52) ● A Little Luck Goes a Long Way ● Goodbye Joe (Norman) ● The Model 41 Heavy Barrel



● The Model 61 Escort ● Maximum Security Handcuffs ● 8 or 14? (Model 39 and Model 59) ● The Model 76 Submachine Gun ● The Mercox Dart Gun ● One of a Kind: Single Shot .22-Caliber Pistol CO2 Revolver Olympic Rapid-Fire Pistol Olympic "Upside-Down" Single Shot ● My First Retirement ● I'm Back Project XR-357 ● The Mini-Gun ● Me and the Museum



To order, visit us at www.mljwsw.com or call (413) 297-0820. A special signed and numbered “Collector's Edition” is available for $29.95 (includes shipping)―quantities are limited!
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By Dr. Steve Moysey



Help us, help you.



A Dangerous Cocktail



Old Colony Sportsmen’s Association, Inc Take A Lesson With one of our NRA Certified Instructors!



We Welcome New Members!



159 Forrest Street, P.O. Box 523, Pembroke, MA 02359 781 293- 9980 www.old-colony.org



access information that isn’t shared. Mozilla Firefox even has a private browsing feature which is great for public computers as it doesn’t store history while browsing. • E-mail is safe to setup and there are many web only e-mail sites which will work perfectly, rocketmail.com, yahoo.com, hotmail. com just to name a few. Remember, once an e-mail address is set up to visit www.goal.org/joinourlist.html so you can sign up to receive our weekly Friday News e-mail and more importantly our e-mail alerts. Please note the e-mail is not mandatory as we post our Friday News e-mails and our alerts on our home page in the “Local News” section. The most important thing is to get people browsing the web and able to get to www.goal.org



tion area on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, in this way they would be much more up to speed as to what is happening. Another idea that clubs could implement would be a buddy system. If a club had a member, or members who resist these first two ideas I would propose a simple solution utilizing the good old telephone. Basically clubs could communicate with their membership to identify which members would need a buddy and then pair that person up with a person who is “plugged in” so to speak. Whenever an alert or pertinent action information is received by the online person, he or she could simply pick up the phone, call their buddy, and get him or her up to speed – give them the word on action to take. I realize that all of these ideas will rely on the hard work and efforts of volunteers. These are extraordinary times though and now more than ever we need to maximize our efforts by getting every possible member in the fight, on the phones, writing letters and e-mails, attending meetings etc…



A few other ideas for clubs in regard to information sharing, if there are any people who hold out and continue to resist using the net there are other ways of sharing info, some of which we have clubs already utilizI would also like to hear your ing: thoughts on this. Clubs could designate an Information Officer who would take re- How can we better share informasponsibility for printing out alerts tion in a timely fashion? and other information then get it If you have an idea I’d love to hear posted in a designated area in the it, please send it via e-mail, mike@ club. Members could then develop goal.org. a routine of checking the informa-



sl gun shop GUNS



BOUGHT - SOLD - REPAIRED



www.slgunshop.com



443 Fitchburg Rd., Corner of Rte, 31 & 124, Mason, NH 03048 Phone 603-878-2854 – Fax 603-878-3905 Hours MON-FRI 10am - 7pm; SAT 9am - 6pm; SUN Noon - 4pm WE GUARANTEE THE NEW & USED GUNS WE SELL
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Patriot Games



By Mike Sweeney ternet savvy how to browse. Really, it’s very easy to surf the web, and One of the many things we’ve been we’re sure that there is an abundiscussing in the GOAL office over dance of members at every club the last few months… check that, who are very capable with computfor as long as I’ve worked for GOAL ers and would love to teach this esis how to get information about the sential skill. The best part, and this rapidly changing legislative envileads me to my next point, it doesn’t ronment out to our members who have to cost anything! still have not joined the race on the information superhighway, a.k.a. Second, utilize our public libraries; they are still an invaluable resource. the internet. Most every library in the CommonCertainly there are many real reawealth is equipped with internet casons that people are not online, pable computers that are free to use, economic factors, personal decione only needs to have a valid lisions about privacy, fear of admitbrary card. Members, once trained ting lack of knowledge… there’s a to browse the web could simply go bunch of them. That being said, we to the library and visit goal.org, or need to work together to find a way better yet, check their e-mail for to get information to our members GOAL alerts. in a more timely fashion. In this day and age information develops Yes, I said “check their e-mail” – as and things change so quickly that part of the learning process, they a once a month newspaper is very might as well get set up with an einadequate, heck, our once a week mail address while they’re at it, no? email is borderline too slow. For us If we could get the many thousand to maximize our efficiency we need members of GOAL up to speed on to figure out better ways of stream- the internet our effectiveness would ing information in a more timely increase ten-fold. Please consider this idea, bring it to your club and fasion. check for interest. Please permit me to propose a few A couple of things that should be thoughts and ideas. noted for anyone wary of the net: First, clubs could form mentoring • For basic browsing the web is programs to teach any member, or completely safe and nobody can group of members that are not in-
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Pullman Arms - e-mail: [email protected] phone: (508) 926-8730



drugs that can cause violent behavior including suicide and aggression The current push by the governtoward others. It’s been well document to put serious restrictions on mented that adolescents and young our Second Amendment rights have people have an increased risk of suibeen triggered, so they say, by mass cide when they begin to take SSRIs. shootings by young people. The But what we may forget is that suirush to blame guns focuses on an cide is an impulsive behavior that is easy target – the law abiding citizens turned against oneself. But impulsof this country that own guns. But, I es, particularly violent ones, can be feel there is an elephant in the room turned against others. no one wants to debate about – and that is mental health, the cause of An accompanying effect of SSRI’s teen violence and how we treat is the dulling of feelings that cause those diagnosed with mental illness. depression—and one of the main feelings in this line is empathy. If Mass shootings, defined by the CDC empathy is dulled and violent imas four or more fatalities, fluctuate pulses increase when young people from year to year, but over the past are on SSRI’s, then certainly that is 30 years there has been no longa volatile recipe for causing harm to term increase or decrease. But “ranothers. dom” mass shootings, such as the tragedy at Newtown, Connecticut, The FDA takes this risk of increased violence so seriously that they have have increased. issued a “Black Box” warning for Alan Lankford of the University of SSRI drugs. A black-box warning Alabama analyzed data from a reis the most serious type of warning cent New York Police Department in prescription drug labeling. The study of “active shooters”—crimiwarning notes that children and adnals who attempted to murder peoolescents taking SSRI medications ple in a confined area, where there should be closely monitored for any are lots of people, and who chose worsening in depression, emergence at least some victims randomly. of suicidal thinking or behavior, or Counting only the incidents with unusual changes in behavior, such at least two casualties, there were as sleeplessness, agitation, or with179 such crimes between 1966 and drawal from normal social situa2010. In the 1980s, there were 18. tions. In the 1990s, there were 54. In the 2000s, there were 87. If you count In fact, from the approximately 36 only such crimes in which five or drugs that are used to treat depresmore victims were killed, there were sion, the UK has banned all but one six in the 1980s and 19 in the 2000s. for use in children and adolescents because of the risk of increased vioWhy the increase? It cannot be belent behavior. cause gun-control laws have become more lax. Before the 1968 Now, I am not saying that the drugs Gun Control Act, there were almost used to treat depression are the root no federal gun-control laws. The ex- cause of the mass shootings and ception was the National Firearms school violence we have seen, but Act of 1934, which set up an ex- we need to add this risk to the dantremely severe registration and tax gerous cocktail of gun free zones, system for automatic weapons and violent video games and disassociation through the internet and sohas remained in force for 78 years. cial media. We cannot discount the One variable in this equation that role that copycat shootings have in needs more public debate is the isthis dangerous mix. We know that sue of depression in teens and admany would-be mass killers obsesolescents. While it is obvious that sively study their predecessors – and better screening and treatment cable TV and the Internet make this of troubled adolescents can be of macabre research easier to do than enormous benefit, we also have to at the time when “active shooters” exercise caution. were rare. These mediums greatly The reason for the note of caution magnify the instant celebrity, and is that when a typical young person notoriety, that a mass killer can is diagnosed with depression and/ achieve. or a host of anti-social conditions, The anti-gun lobby don’t want the standard treatment offered is to have this debate, preferring to SSRI’s [Selective Serotonin Uptake blame the NRA’s supposed nefariInhibitors] also known as Prozacous influence over Congress on the like drugs. There has recently been continued mass shooting – and a great deal of debate about the efare screaming for a gun ban in the fectiveness of such medications in process. To put this “influence” in young people and of the increased perspective, the NRA spent a whoprisk of violent behavior. But more ping $2 million in lobbying in DC relevant to the discussion, is that in 2012. But, compared to the pharthese very drugs we hope can treat maceutical industry that poured mental illness are at the same time $231 million into DC in the same



scribe than it is to explore the reasons for a person’s distress. Many of us remember the scenario in 1960’s science fiction movies of a dystopian future with drugs used to control minds. Well, that future is here and the social control we dreaded is now accepted in the form of a pill we Since the medical profession started give to our troubled children and treating adolescents with SSRI’s, adolescents. there have been almost 70 episodes of school related violence, from As I said, it’s easy to pick on guns Virginia Tech to Sandy Hook. The and law abiding gun owners as the Aurora Cinema shooter, James reason for these mass shootings, Holmes, was also being treated with but I believe we need an honest and open dialogue on the role of deanti-depressants. pression and anti-depressant drugs The magazine Psychology Today as a factor in this deadly cocktail. feels we are an over-medicated sociBut, who in Government wants to ety, with the goal of drug companies acknowledge that $231 million eland a compliant and harried mediephant on their doorstep? cal establishment ultimately to have some drug coursing through every Dr. Moysey can be reached for comindividual’s bloodstream. It’s a lot ment at [email protected] easier to quickly pop a pill or pretime frame, we are left to wonder who has the bigger influence? The profits for the drug companies from the anti-depressants USA drug market runs into the tens of billions of dollars – The NRA is a minnow compared to Big Pharma.



Have you been denied an LTC?



Has an old conviction, minor Þrearms conviction or a minor drug offense caused you to lose your LTC/FID? We may be able to help, email [email protected], include the reason the PD supplied for denial. Comm2A has multiple pending cases in federal court in an effort to ensure state Þrearms law treats all lawful residents equally and fairly.



Comm2A is a non-proÞt public charity organized under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue code. Contributions made to Comm2A are fully tax deductible and always welcome.



www.comm2a.org [email protected]



(617) 942-0660 PO Box 301398 Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
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We concentrate in civil litigation representing closely held businesses including negotiation and court appearances in matters involving real estate, business, contracts and environmental disputes. We also concentrate in representing individuals and families in trust and probate (estate) litigation and administration and personal injury claims. We advise small businesses, clubs and associations regarding compliance with regulations, risk management, employment and related issues. We serve as general counsel to a number of corporations, LLC’s and partnerships.



110 Florence Street, 2nd Floor PO Box 393 Malden, MA 02148 Tel: 781-322-7575 Fax: 781-322-1555 email: [email protected] www.edgeorgelaw.com



GOAL Raffles! Two Great Ways To Support GOAL!



THE B



FF L E A R Prizes:
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ber 2004, murder and overall violent-crime rates have fallen. In 2003, the last full year before the law expired, the U.S. murder rate was 5.7 per 100,000 people, according to the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime Report. By 2011, the murder rate fell to 4.7 per 100,000 people. One should also bear in mind that just 2.6% of all murders are committed using any type of rifle. Take away: An AWB is a solution looking for a problem that doesn’t exist. What is the real intent of those who wish to ban these rifles? • The High Cap Magazine Myth: In a 2004 study for the Department of Justice, Christopher S. Koper, a professor of criminol-
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GOAL Facts and Stats: Defeat the “gun control” lies. • CDC - No Proof Gun Laws Reduce Violence: A sweeping federal review of the nation’s gun control laws — including mandatory waiting periods and bans on certain weapons — found no proof such measures reduce firearm violence. The review was conducted by a task force of scientists appointed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Take away: Our government has already studied the effectiveness of “gun control” numerous times and has proven that it does not have an effect on crime, so why do we need to have another study? • Crime Since the AWB Expired: Since the Federal Assault Weapons Ban expired in Septem-
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1. Mossberg ATR Night Train IV .308 rifle 2. Savage 111 Long Range Hunter .338 Lapua rifle 3. Mossberg Flex Series 590 Tactical 12 GA shotgun ogy, reported that “assailants fire less than four shots on average, a number well within the 10-round magazine limit” of the “assault weapons” ban. “Studies prove that the arbitrary magazine capacity restriction that was in place for a decade did not reduce crime.” Violent crime has decreased 17 percent since the assault weapons ban expired. Take away: The vast majority of homicides average 4 shots or less, so why ban common use magazines? This is a back door gun grab as millions of common use firearms that use magazines holding 10 or more rounds would be illegal to own/possess. • The gun-show loophole myth: The “gun-show loophole” is an exaggeration designed to foster the false impression that this is how the bad guys acquire firearms. A 2001 Justice Department survey found 0.7 percent of state and federal prison inmates bought their weapons at a gun show. Also, all federally licensed firearms dealers must follow existing state and federal regu-



lations pertaining to the sale of firearms, including background checks for the sale of firearms regardless of location. Take away: This is nothing but fear mongering to vilify law abiding gun owners, there is no such thing as a “gun show loophole”. • The cop-killer “armor piercing” bullet myth: Cops simply aren’t being killed by crooks using exotic, hardened projectiles, but it sounds like a scary possibility. Many ordinary rifle rounds can penetrate a soft armor vest because rifles are significantly more powerful than handguns. Law enforcement and the military use ceramic plates for vests meant to protect against such powerful rounds. Take away: When a politician starts discussing banning ammunition they are either willfully ignorant or worse, want to ban rifle ammunition, a ban of which is once again a solution looking for a problem that doesn’t exist. • One Gun A Month: For over a decade MA legislators have been trying to pass a version of this Continued on pg. 10 scottmalkasian owner



4. Savage 116 Bear Hunter in 300 WIN MAG. rifle 5. Smith & Wesson Governor .45 & 410 gauge revolver Prize: One (1) 2013 Polaris Ranger 500 EFI with custom GOAL graphics courtesy of Higgins Motorsports Drawing will be held May 18, 2013 at Cabin Fever Game Dinner



6. Smith & Wesson Model 629 Classic .44 revolver Drawing will be held at noon on April 19, 2013



Tickets: $10 each, 3/$20, 10/$50. Drawing will be held May 18, 2013. You need not be present to win. Odds determined by number of tickets sold. All federal and state gun laws apply. All prizes are to be claimed within 30 days from the drawing.



Tickets: $10 each, 3/$20, 10/$50. Drawing will be held at noon on Friday April 19, 2013. You need not be present to win. Odds determined by number of tickets sold. All federal and state gun laws apply. All prizes are to be claimed within 30 days from the drawing at 361 W. Main St., Northboro MA 01532. Firearms may be shipped to another FFL at winner’s expense.



GOAL Minute Man Ranger Raffle



GOAL “Big Bang” Annual Raffle



Drawing May 18, 2013



Ticket Qty: 1 for $10.00 3 for $20.00 10 for $50.00



Drawing will be held at noon on April 19, 2013



Ticket Qty: 1 for $10.00 3 for $20.00 10 for $50.00



GOAL Tidbits, People, Places, Things.. show held at the Royal Plaza Trade Center in Marlborough to talk to members and had a great time seeing everyone. He also snapped a couple of photographs, one of which, shown below is a GOAL member leaving a donation!



Firearms, ammunition sales, transFers and lots oF other Fun products



33 pullman street worcester, ma 01606 www.pullmanarms.com ( t ) 508.926.8730 ( f ) 508.853.0843 [email protected]



Thank You! GOAL and NES member Peter Saniuk stopped by the GOAL office to present GOAL Exec Director Jim Wallace with a very generous donation check to be used to help fight off the current attack on our civil rights. Thank you to GOAL Exec. Director Jim Wallace Peter and the generous members of accepts a donation from GOAL Northeastshooters.com! member Frank L. at the MarlborGOAL President of the Board Jay ough show. Thanks Frank! Beard stopped by the recent gun



More Rally News! GOAL member and Director at Large Steve Moysey speaks to the rally crowd in N. Brookfield which took place last month. Thank you to Richard Dupre of Red Zone Tactical for the hard work putting the rally together and to all who attended, braving the cold and supporting our rights.
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GOAL News - Print Edition Making A Stand - Contd. from page 1
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GOAL Training GOAL Training Schedule: 2013



volving assaults, drugs or even illegal firearm use are far too often still walking the streets. The whole while this is happening, our government officials continue to hold lawful gun owners up as the villain. Their message to the public is simple, while pointing at gun owners as the villain they continually repeat their vitriolic message that if we gun owners would simply give in a “little” the world would be a safer place.



ers left in the Commonwealth, some political leaders want to get even tougher on us remaining few. For years we have been called immature about the subject of gun control because of our slippery slope theory. Well, as we have now proven it is no longer a slippery slope, but instead a steep cliff. All of these recent attacks prove beyond any doubt that the anti-civil rights movement has no intention of stopping until every last firearm is confiscated and Contrary to their empty promises, destroyed. Of course the laws they we in Massachusetts already have a pass won’t appear to the public as decade and a half of evidence that confiscatory, but we know better. so-called gun control is not the answer. In the fifteen years since the GOAL is calling on all gun owners passage of one of the most intru- regardless of your particular pursive anti-civil rights legislation gun pose for owning a gun to rally tocrime has risen over 200%. The gether and make a stand! For those promises of “reasonable” gun con- Second Amendment opponents trol in 1998 that should not affect who try to separate us by claiming lawful people resulted in an 85% these new proposals won’t affect decrease in licensed gun owners in “hunters and sportsmen” keep in Massachusetts, from 1.5 million to mind that the 1998 law took away around 250,000 today. The answer over a million FID cards, mostly from our opponents is, now is the hunters and sportsmen! time for more gun control! Make a Stand – We Will Not be Of the 15% or so lawful gun own- Blamed!



Photos on this page are from the January 19th Rally at the State House. Approximately 2000 concerned citizens showed up to demonstrate and encourage the legislature to not further infringe.



Course



Date



Tuition



Time



The Art of Concealed Carry in Massachusetts



April 25, June 20, August 22, October 24, December 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $125.00



5:30 - 10:00 PM



Basic Metallic Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty (2 Night Classes)



June 25-26 (weekday nights), October 12



Members $110.00 /Non-Members $140.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM



Basic Pistol Course (NRA LTC002)



April 9, April 11, April 30, May 13, May 23, May 28, June 27, July 30, September 5, October 10, October 22, November 19, December 3, December 17



Members $95.00 / Non-Members $145.00



9:30 AM - 6:30 PM



BFS Primer Course for State Certified Instructors



September 24, November 26



Members $35.00 / Non-Members $65.00



12:00 - 4:00 PM (Sunday Class) 6:00 - 9:00 PM (Weeknights)



Combat Focus Shooting with Rob Pincus



September 14-15 SOLD OUT



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting Advanced Pistol Handling with Rob Pincus



September 16-17



Members Only $350.00 (Sign Ups begin 1/2/12)



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Combat Focus Shooting (Carbine) with Rob Pincus



September 18



Members Only $200.00



8:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Everyday Carry (EDC) Skills & Knowledge - New Class!



April 16, June 18, July 16, August 20, October 1



Members $125.00 / Non-Members $155.00



9:30 AM - 5:30 PM



Home Firearm Safety (NRA LTC007)



March 1, March 30, *April 10, *May 1, June 8, *July 10 *Weeknight class, **Class is held from Noon - 5PM on weekday



Members $60.00 / Non-Members $90.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM (weeknights) 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM (Saturdays)



Instructor Course: NRA Basic Pistol and Home Firearm Safety



April 19 - 21, November 15 - 17



Members $295.00 / Non-Members $450.00



TBA



Intro to IDPA



May 7, September 11, September 28, October 15



Members $65.00 / Non-Members $95.00



9:30 Am - 5:30 PM



Intro to the Modern Sporting Rifle - AR15



May 21, July 2, September 3, November 5



Members $75.00 / Non-Members $105.00



9:30 Am - 5:30 PM



MA Gun Law for Citizens



Saturdays - March 2, April 6 Tuesday July 23



Members $20.00 / Non-Members $50.00



12:00 - 3:00 PM (Saturday Class)



(This is an advanced class open only to graduates of a Combat Focus Shooting Program.)



6:00 PM - 9:00 PM (Weeknights) Rifle Cartridge Reloading with Jim Finnerty



April 24, September 10



Members $80.00 / Non-Members $110.00



5:30 PM - 10:00 PM



Secrets of Concealed Carry Snub with Michael de Bethencourt



TBA



Members $250.00 / Non-Members $290.00



9:00 AM - 5:00 PM



Utah Non-Resident CCW



April 4, June 6, September 26, November 21



Members $80.00/ Non-Members $110.00



12:00 - 4:30 (Sunday Class) 5:30 PM - 10:00 PM (Weeknights)
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GOAL News - Print Edition nals simply smuggle guns in, or acquire them illegally without registering them. Canada just repealed their failed long gun registry noting that it cost almost a billion dollars while offering no significant reduction in crime or suicide - In 2002 Canada’s auditor general released a report saying initial cost estimates of $2 million (Canadian) had increased to $1 billion as the government tried to register the estimated 15 million guns owned by Canada’s 34 million residents. Take away: Criminals won’t register guns and every country that has implemented a registry has found it to do nothing but cost tax payers money. • Supreme Court decision regarding civilian possession of AR type rifles: The Second Amendment has been ruled to specifically extend to firearms “in common use” by the military by the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in U.S. v Miller (1939). In Printz v U.S. (1997) Justice Thomas wrote: “In Miller we determined that the Second Amendment did not guarantee a citi-



zen’s right to possess a sawed-off shot gun because that weapon had not been shown to be “ordinary military equipment” that could “could contribute to the common defense”. A citizen’s right to keep and bear arms for personal defense unconnected with service in a militia has been reaffirmed in the U.S. Supreme Court decision (District of Columbia, et al. v Heller, 2008). The Court Justice Scalia wrote in the majority opinion: “The Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm unconnected with service in a militia, and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home.“. Justice Scalia went on to define a militia as “… comprised all males physically capable of acting in concert for the common defense ….” Take away: Our Supreme Court has ruled that our Second Amendment Civil Rights include owning and possessing firearms equal to those used by our military. • Firearms Related Homicide Stats World Wide: The U.S.
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GOAL Facts and Stats: Defeat the “gun control” lies. Contd. from pg. 6 law. They base the need for it on claims of “a river of guns flowing across the border from NH and VT”. If this is the case, why the restrictions on law abiding MA gun owners who are already burdened by an inane series of laws and regulation? Proponents of the bill like Senator ChangDiaz say that in her district “it’s easier to buy a gun than a fresh fruit or vegetable”. With that in mind, we have to ask, where are the arrests and prosecutions? To date, there is no record of a straw purchase prosecution in the state of MA. Take away: This is more law looking to solve a problem that doesn’t exist. It goes without saying that stopping law abiding citizens from purchasing more than one gun or magazine a month will have no effect on crime stats and criminals could care less about the additional law. • Gun Registration - Completely Ineffective and Costly. Gun registration has been tried in many countries and has proven to be a costly failure in every single one of them. Crimi-



February 2013



is first in amount of firearms owned and 28th for firearms related homicides - other stats to know include: 1. The US has the highest gun ownership rate in the world an average of 88 per 100 people. That puts it first in the world for gun ownership - and even the number two country, Yemen, has significantly fewer - 54.8 per 100 people 2. But the US does not have the worst firearm murder rate that prize belongs to Honduras, El Salvador and Jamaica. In fact, the US is number 28, with a rate of 2.97 per 100,000 people 3. Puerto Rico tops the world’s table for firearms murders as a percentage of all homicides - 94.8%. It’s followed by Sierra Leone in Africa and Saint Kitts and Nevis in the Caribbean Take away: Don’t believe the people who constantly lie about the U.S. in order to achieve their agenda. The U.S. is much safer than they would have you believe. For the full listing visit: http://goal. org/study-guide.html



THIS SLUG GUN IS NO SCATTER GUN. The new 20 gauge slug gun from Savage is engineered around our proven 110 rifle action for rifle-like performance. If your slug gun is built on any other platform, it’s for the birds.



savagearms.com



Mandatory Firearm Insurance = Back Door Gun Grab



GOAL Exec. Director Jim Wallace And it Begins Contd. from pg. 3



In recent weeks we have been deluged with legislative proposals attacking our Second Amendment Civil Rights in the wake of the horrific murders in Connecticut. One such proposal has been mandatory liability insurance for anyone lawfully owning any type of gun. Lawful gun owners rightfully consider this to be simply another way to tax gun ownership. They are of course correct on that assumption, but this proposal goes much deeper and is much more insidious!



mittee assignments. Of most importance to GOAL members are the Joint Committee on the Judiciary, Joint Committee on Public Safety and Homeland Security and the Joint Committee on Environment, Natural Resources and Agriculture. At the time this article was written the House had not yet made its committee assignments.



The anti-civil rights movement would gladly add taxes to our ability to lawfully possess guns, but the real purpose for mandatory insurance is to avoid the legislative and regulatory process altogether. The real purpose for insurance is to bring the “power” of the insurance companies against the Second Amendment. What does that mean? Our opposition has crafted a new way to attack us through the potential policies of private insurance companies who make up their own rules as to whom they insure and under what circumstances. Here are some possible examples of how these attacks could happen: • Mandatory storage laws currently exist in Massachusetts. An insurance company as a condition of coverage could mandate an inspection of how you are complying with those laws. They could easily mandate the most expensive safes or even where those safes are kept. • If you keep a loaded gun in the home for defensive measures, insurance premiums could be drastically increased or simply not provided. • As so-called new technologies are proposed for firearms such as GPS locators insurance companies could mandate that all of our guns are “updated” as a condition of insurance. • These companies could use bogus statistics from groups like the Violence Policy Center as a means of raising premiums for the ownership of certain firearms or deny coverage outright. • If you have children in your home or perhaps an aging parent or spouse, companies can mandate certain conditions or again deny coverage. • They could insist that ballistic information about your firearms be submitted to them and in return the government. The excuse used would be to defend a claim by using such info. • Insurance companies would also



be able to go after the industry as well. Federal legislation was passed years ago to prevent the firearms industry to be bankrupted from bogus lawsuits. However, the insurance companies would not bring lawsuits, but instead more insurance “policies” about what can be sold to their customers and how they should be manufactured. • In the case that an insurance company chooses not to cover people for any reason, the mandatory insurance would then be provided by the government. This would further regulate how you obtain your insurance policy. These are just a few examples of the real purpose behind mandatory insurance so don’t be fooled that it will simply be an “affordable” and “reasonable” component to “responsible” gun ownership.



Judiciary is to be led on the Senate side by new Chairwoman Senator Katherine Clark of Melrose. Senate Vice Chair of Judiciary will be Senator Gale Candaras of Wilbraham. Public Safety will be chaired again by Senator James Timilty and Vice Chair Senator Michael Moore. Natural Resources will be led by Senator Marc Pacheco as Chair and Senator Michael Rush as Vice Chair. The Senate leadership team was also announced and there is a bit of good news for lawful gun owners. Longtime advocate of defending our Second Amendment Civil Rights Senator Richard Moore of Uxbridge, MA has recently been appointed as Senate President Pro-Tempore. This position is basically third in line of the leadership structure. Congratulations to the Senator.



The rest of the Senate leadership is as such: Senator Stanley Rosenberg of Amherst– Senate Majority Leader taking the place of Fred Berry who retired. Senator Harriette Chandler of Worcester - Assistant Majority Leader taking the place of Sen. Jack Hart who recently resigned only a month after being re-elected. Senator Karen Spilka of Ashland Majority Whip Senator Mark Montigny of New Bedford - Assistant Majority Whip. And let us not forget the very important Chair of Ways and Means. Once again our very good friend Senator Stephen Brewer of Barre will retain the Chairmanship and Senator Jennifer Flanagan of Leominster as Vice Chair. As the proposed legislation for the current legislative session gets sorted into category and assigned bill numbers it will be important for GOAL and its members to track the progress through the various committees.



GOAL Insurance Announcement For many years GOAL has provided its members with a free life insurance policy as a benefit of membership. The company that provided that service was American Income Life. This program was a good benefit to the members and the organization as well for many years. Unfortunately, GOAL has received a large number of complaints about the company sales staff being less than honest about the program as well as being overly aggressive. As our focus is on protecting our Second Amendment Civil Rights the distractions of the growing number of complaints was taking away from our mission.  After careful consideration, GOAL has decided to cease doing business with American Income Life and as a result will not be offering our members a life insurance benefit at this time. We hope our members support and understand this decision.
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Club News - Worcester January Meeting Minutes Call To Order 7:00 by President, Al Bonofiglio Guests – Bob Clark, Berlin, MA Reports Secretary – Ann Kerouac The Annual President’s Appreciation Dinner was held last month in place of an E-Board meeting. XO Report – Bill Hardell Calendar Events The 2103 calendar is available on line. There is also a paper copy with the Sign-In log on the range. Please remember to check the on-line version for updates. The Pistol Team schedule for the remainder of 2013 is still to be determined. Club Members can expect changes to the schedule to bring them up to speed. Please review the calendar and contact Bill Hardell with any changes and or corrections. If you have a request to schedule event please see Bill. February Schedule Pistol Team: Every Monday 1700 – 2100 IR & MR Please remember to contact me for any additions or deletions to the calendar. You can use the link from the club web-site under the “Club Officers” tab. Any additions / corrections need to be made two weeks out so we can get them posted online. Indoor / Outdoor Ranges: Mike Henry: Routine Maintenance Continues. The next Work Party is scheduled for 01/13/13. Please remember to use the dud bucket. Try to remember to put duds only in the dud bucket. Expended brass goes in the brass buckets. Range Renovation Notice: The indoor range is still closed. We will post the official opening times / date on the web-site. No club members should enter the range area of the building for any reason. The Dud Bucket and Sign-In book are still in the locker on the Outdoor Rifle Range. Your club key will open the lock on the locker.
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Pistol & Rifle



Dues / Membership – Brian Frap- mittee for their work. Following the pier: Ann read Brian’s report into Committee’s report, the President disbanded the temporary committhe record. tee. The Club’s current membership as follows: Current Membership Competitive Shooting stands at 693 members. Life: 48; Worcester Team – Regular: 641; Junior : 2; HonorIt was reported that the Worcester ary: 2 Team hasn’t participated this seaWe have had 494 members renew son due to the Club house/Indoor for 2013 so far, not counting any to- Range renovation night. Regular: 449, Life: 44, Junior: 1.As always, locks will be changed at Pin Shoots – John Cunningham this meeting. Anyone renewing af- Done for the year ter tonight will have to pay a late fee of $25.00 plus the $188.00 renewal IDPA – Mike French fee. *** Any member who has not 2012 was a good year – over 728 renewed by the February 7, 2013 shooters! The program is based on Monthly Meeting will be dropped self-defense. The team is in need of from Membership and will have to help, so please contact John if you pay a reinstatement fee of $95.00 would like to participate. plus the renewal fee to be put back Mike, the Raffle guy - Mike Burchon the active membership list.*** man YOU CANNOT RECEIVE A FOB WITHOUT FIRST RENEWING Mike reminded members that there are still tickets for the annual PresiFOR 2013 dent’s Day Raffle. Final round of The next scheduled club orientation tickets will be sold at the February is on Thursday, January 31, 2013. General meeting and the winners We have 120 applicants, so far. will be drawn in March. GOAL – Jon Green Thank you to all the club members



Vice President: Bob Mickett Secretary: Ann Kerouac Treasurer: Mike Swett Treasurer – Al read the treasurers’ Executive Officer: Bill Hardell report into the record. Thank you to Nomination Com-



Indoor Range Rules and Outdoor Holidays – Tom LaRoche A lengthy discussion was held which cumulated in the decision to have 6 holidays that do not allow shooting until after 12:00 noon. These
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are: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. Indoor Range Rules will be modified after the range backstop is tested. Motion was made and seconded that rule #6 be amended to include “unless shooter(s) are alone on the first floor.” This was taken to vote and passed. Honorary Members – Tom LaRoche Two Nominations are presented for Honorary Membership. Each nomination has the support of five members in good standing. Boylston Chief of Police GOAL Director, Jim Wallace
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Club approved both unanimously who support the club by purchasing monthly and President’s raffle tick- Election – Tom LaRoche ets. Membership was asked if anyone would like to nominate him/herself Old Business or another person? Dead silence… Boylston Little League – Al BonofiWorcester County League – Dave glio After unanimous approval, full slate Morin was voted in as 2013 E-Board. Last year the Club sponsored the Dave Morin reported on the last Little League Team and we have re- Good and Welfare of the Club meeting. The WCL is selling raffle ceived a plaque to hang in the ClubTom reminded everyone of a very tickets – see Dave. house. important rule – currently, the firAn insurance Co-op is being re- Firearms Safety Class – John Gabriel ing line is the ONLY “safe area” for searched. WCL is sponsoring three the handling of firearms. kids for the Junior Conservation 719 people were trained in 2012 The next E-Board meeting is JanuCamp this year. New Business ary 17, 2013 6:45 The Annual Banquet will be held on Range Safety Officer Course – John The next General meeting is on March 23, 2013 Hinson Thursday, February 7, 2013 7:00 pm Nominating Committee – Tom La- March 16, 17 – 9:00 am to 1:00 pm This will be a big meeting, so parkRoche For Club members who are NRA ing volunteers will be needed. Since October, the nomination members the cost is $26.00; Club committee has worked to find per- members who are not NRA mem- A motion to adjourn was made at sons willing to run of E-Board posi- bers will pay $36.00. Contact John 8:38 pm. tions. Hinson at 508-752-1585. Class will be limited to 10 people. Please regNominees are as follows: ister by March 7th. President: Al Bonofiglio John presented an update of GOAL’s activities and asked members to contact their representatives to voice their opinion about potential changes in gun laws.
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2/14/12 The GOAL Staff and Board of Directors would like to thank the following members for their support as we continue our mission to defend the Constitution and the Bill of Rights against those in Massachusetts who wish to infringe upon the freedoms guaranteed by our forefathers. Everything GOAL does is made possible by the generous donation of our members. If you are a regular reader you will probably notice a much larger list of donors here than what is the norm. Over the last few months GOAL has had a tremendous influx of support from our membership. We are extremely grateful and want you to know that we are doing our best to process all of these in a timely fashion. Please accept our sincere apologies if we left you off of this list! If you would like to donate you can do so by sending a check or money order to GOAL, P.O. Box 567, Northboro, MA. 01532. Smart phone users can scan the barcode on the left and donate online or as always you can donate on our website, www.goal.org. Thanks! Donors: J. Maczko, D. Martin, F. Bishop, R. Charette, M. Cravinho Jr., R. Burgess, S. Cummings, R. Cori, E. Lesinski, R. Gomes, C. Costa Sr., W. Leveille, S. Howard, R. Campana, M. Nash, D. Pepi, S. McAvoy, G. Myers, R. Choinski, C. Schubert, S. Comoletti, H. Woodle, J. Faraci, R. Taylor, P. Foy, D. Cournoyer, D. Locke, P. Bassett, W. Key, H. Kowalski, R. Mehlhorn, J. Laracy, E. Muhlhauser, L. Castagneto Jr., M. Procanik, G. Larson, C. Smith, E. Kaiser, S. Chiasson Jr., R. Hoberg, J. Chicka, S. Story, J. Ellsworth, L. Brzozoski, W. Mahoney, A. Solden, J. Medeiros Jr., P. Brophy Jr., R. Boisse, P. Dupuis, P. Grenier, R. Enger, W. Tessmer Jr., R. Maynard, R. Palmer II, D. Michalak, E. Anderson Jr., R. Raposa, D. Crimmings, D. Dyer, V. Blais Jr., P. O’Day, C. Pidacks, P. Leblanc, G. Gravel, M. Hyatt, A. Anderson, F. Rojas, B. Andrews, L. Anderson, P. Drapeau, C. King, G. Obey, A. Broomfield, J. Maxant, S. Uminski Jr., E. Gosselin, D. Stacy, C. Ball, P. Saniuk, M. Braginsky, R. Fraga, J. Rousseau, R. Hunt, T. Shealy, J. Swansburg, P. Clinch, J. Blumenfeld, J. Bond, R. Maypother, D. White, P. Edson, C. Murray, B. Castro, L. Colucci, H. Hackney, M. Colella, R. Kernozicky, D. Patterson, D. Beaven, S. Duval, J. Price, V. Sinyak, S. Farley, M. Desmarais, S. Laduke, R. Cabral, M. Jurchak, R. Farrell, J. MacDonald, J. Quattrocelli, S. Davis, H. Hall, D. Wright, G. Dabkowski, Chicopee Sportsmen’s Club, B. Mariani, M. Horner, K. Sweeney, R. Malinosky, F. Greco, C. Golaski, J. Carbone, A.



Anselmo, W. Kerrigan, J. Rizun, The Smith & Wesson IDPA League, P. Langley, P. Coppenrath, K. Beauregard, G. Corrado, G. Cauldwell, J. Allen, T. Condon, J. Deal, D. Hague, J. Martini, C. Eger, R. Burke, J. Urban, B. Dupuis, G. Gallello, F. Dupuis, J. Sanborn, A. Massucco, J. Colonies, S. Prath, G. Tutunjian,D. Giannotti, J. Parziale, P. McKittrick, P. Currier, J. Goglia, R. Comeau, G. Raymond, J. Schlittler, D. Mochi, J. Zimmerman, D. Cobbett, M. Scelzo, S. Konefal Jr., J. Levine, D. Allen, F. Williams, J. Vlachos, R. Farrenkopf, A. Vinci, P. Cope, A. Craveiro, S. Troupe, T. Podsadowski, D. Remillard, B. Timmins, D. Carroll, F. Barry, J. Murray, B. Adams, E. Ferragamo, K. Quinn, D. Wurster, J. Wenek, R. Belton, J. Connolly, D. Batchelder, G. Miller, B. Bird, J. Burke, B. Forbes, J. Bolduc, L. Beggs, C. O’Brien, C. Scampoli, P. Rea, P. Lambrecht, P. Sarty, E. Ellery, M. Lee, J. Swansburg, L. Paro, P. Richard, J. Weeks, S. Morawski, E. Szado, G. Smith, R. Jannino, J. Naugler, D. Shea, G. Luparelli, R. Arsenault, D&A Marzi, N. Pittella, D. Rajotte, J. Pennington, R. Tate, M. Lavergne, S. Wada, W. Brymer, D. Sibbald, D. Thompson, A. Kamishlian, M. Clifford, D. McDonald, A. Giovino, J. Macey, K. Mosman, R. Marquit, R. Leary, J. Caramazana, P. Bernard, W. Widtfeldt, K. Johnson, W. Ferry, T. Nelson, J. Gugliemino, K. Yee, R. Huntington, R. Pepi, B. Fitzgerald, M. Jones, E. George, S. Wasylak Jr., G. Giller, T. Gestwicki, J. Murphy, D. Collins, L. Warner, J. Nugent



Reloading Bench - Jim Finnerty: Product Review – Giraud Power Case Trimmer Continued from page 14



lathe-style trimmers is the fact that the Giraud automatically chamfers the inside of the case as it trims. This results in inside chamfers that are extremely consistent and uniform. With manual trimmers, the chamfer must be performed as a separate manual operation. When chamfering by hand with a manual deburring/chamfering tool (see Figure 4), it is impossible to maintain consistency. This may seem like a small matter, but consider that any material removed during chamfering effectively shortens the bullet holding portion of the case neck.



Figure 4 – Chamfer/deburring hand tool. It’s impossible to match the precision of a Giraud with one of these



Sustaining Donors:



As a test, I slowly and carefully hand-chamfered a group of 20 cases that G. Reynolds, A. Swift, D. Brown, were trimmed to exactly the same length, and measured the chamfer depth D. MacEachern, J. Debergalis Jr., S. using a single reference bullet and a bullet comparator mounted in a dial Goselin caliper. I found an extreme spread of 0.006” in chamfer depth. I can only imagine what they’ve been on the not-so-carefully chamfered cases I’ve loaded in the past.



Would you like to save GOAL $$ and not miss a bit of news? It’s easy! You can help us out by ‘unsubscribing’ to our mailings, including this newspaper by calling us at the GOAL office; let us know that you wish to ‘go paperless’. Dont worry, we will have the monthly GOAL Newspaper posted online for free viewing every month! If you have e-mail you can also get our weekly mailing, the ever popular ‘Friday News’ by visiting our website - www.goal.org and clicking on the ‘Friday News’ logo at the bottom of any page. Every member that ‘unsubscribes’ from this newspaper contributes to our cause - the restoration of our Second Amendment freedoms in Massachusetts.



The Giraud trimmer is pricey. The list price for the trimmer configured for a single caliber is $440 plus shipping. Collets for additional calibers are available for $30 each. I wanted one of these for a long time. I even tried to get some friends that reload to split the cost and share it. Finally, after trimming a batch of 2000 .223 cases (and waiting for the blisters to heal) I went online an ordered a Giraud, and I haven’t regretted it. This trimmer is designed to last a lifetime. I’ve trimmed upwards of 50,000 cases on mine, and it is still going strong. In addition to .223, I’ve since purchased case holders for 6.8 SPC, .308, .30-06, and 7mm Magnum, and have collets for .25-20 and .300 Blackout on order. In my opinion, this trimmer is worth every cent I paid for it. If I ever decide to get rid of it, my total investment will have been minimal, as used examples are selling for >95% of the retail price. Jim Finnerty is an NRA-Certified Metallic Cartridge Reloading instructor. Jim teaches several different reloading classes at GOAL, as well as at gun shops and clubs around the area. For more information, please visit Jim’s website at www.MassReloading.com
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The Reloading Bench By Jim Finnerty



Product Review – Giraud Power Case Trimmer If you ask a reloader to name the most tedious part of rifle case prep, more often than not, the answer will be, “Trimming.” Case trimming is necessary because bottle neck rifle cases stretch slightly when you fire them, and again when they are full-length resized. So, the neck of each freshlyprepped case will be longer than it was before it last fired. If the case stretches to the point where it exceeds the SAAMI maximum length limit, it must be trimmed or the resulting cartridges will either not chamber or will produce unsafe pressures when fired. You’ll also achieve the best accuracy if you trim each batch of cases to a uniform length the first time you prep them. Even new cases can sometimes benefit from a slight trimming before you load them. In addition to making them a uniform length, a quick trimming will clean up any case mouths that are left rough from the manufacturing process, resulting in easier bullet seating and better accuracy. Manual Trimmers The most common style of case trimmer resembles a small metal lathe (See Figure 1). There is a collet at one end to hold the case, and a cutter at the other to trim the neck. You simply set the trimmer for the proper length, mount the case into the collet and crank the handle until the cutter stops cutting. After trimming, the case mouth will have sharp edges on the inFigure 2 – Giraud Power Trimmer side and outside that must be removed in a separate step using a chamfer/ (with the cutter pointed up) or horizontally. If you like to stand while you deburring tool. trim, the vertical position works best. If you prefer to sit, then it’s easier to use the trimmer with the cutter oriented horizontally. The cutter head assembly is made from machine gold-anodized aluminum. It features a clear Lexan chip shield that keeps all of the brass shavings inside the machine. To empty the shavings, simply bring the whole unit over to a trash barrel, slide the shield back, and give it a shake.



Figure 1 – Hornady lathe-style trimmer



The whole process is time consuming, but not particularly onerous if you’re trimming a small quantity (


The cutting blade is mounted in the cutter head offset from center by a distance equal to the radius of the case mouth. When the cutter head spins, the cutting edge rotates around in a circle equal to the diameter of the case. The cutting edge itself is V-shaped. This enables the cutter to trim the case to length, and at the same time deburr the outside and chamfer the inside edges of the case mouth. During trimming, the case is held in a caliber-specific collet that is machined to match the case like a rifle chamber. The collet is spring loaded. To trim a case, simply insert a case into the collet and push it down until it contacts the spinning cutter. The trimmer stops cutting when the case is trimmed to the preset length. If you can use an electric pencil sharpener, you can use a Giraud trimmer.



The Ruger® LCR® in .38 Spl +P and the Ruger® LCR® in .22 LR are the perfect pair for concealed carry and low cost



The “trim-to” length can be adjusted by loosening the collet lock nut and moving the collet closer to, or farther away from the cutter. Both the collet and base have witness marks, so it is easy to see how much you’re moving it.



practice at the range. These lightweight, small-frame revolvers with uniquely smooth triggers and highly manageable



Caliber changes are straightforward: First, select a couple of ‘sacrificial’ cases. Install the appropriate collet, loosen the set screw on the cutter head, push a case into the collet and move the cutter so that the edge of the case mouth is in the center of the V-shaped cutting edge. Tighten everything up and test it, then make any necessary adjustments through trial and error. With practice, you can change calibers in about 5 minutes.



The ruger ® Lcr ® is The evoLuTion of The revoLver.



recoil are packed with the latest technological advances and features required by today’s most demanding shooters.



Giraud offers extra complete cutter heads for reloaders that would prefer to swap out the entire cutter assembly rather than adjust the cutter position on caliber changes. I don’t find the process of moving the cutter particularly difficult, so I use the same head for all calibers. The cutter itself is made of long-lasting carbide. It is triangular shaped with three cutting edges. When one becomes dull, you can remove and rotate the cutter 120 degrees to bring a new cutting edge to bear. In addition to being fast, the Giraud trimmer is accurate. My experience has been that with properly sized cases, the trimmer will cut them all to For high volume trimming, nothing beats a Giraud (pronounced Jeh-ROE) within 0.001”of the same length. Since the Giraud trimmer indexes of the trimmer. The Giraud is a motorized power trimmer capable of trimming, case shoulder rather than the case head, extra care must be taken during the sizing operation to ensure that the shoulders are all pushed back the chamfering, and deburring up to 1500 cases per hour. same amount. If not, you will see greater variation in finished case length. The Giraud trimmer is a solidly-built American made trimmer designed This will usually only occur if you are trimming cases that were sized using and manufactured by the Giraud Tool Company of Richmond, Texas. The multiple setups. If you size a large batch of cases with a single setup, they trimmer features a 1/8 horsepower induction motor that drives a ball bear- should all trim to the same length. ing supported carbide tipped cutter head via a cogged timing belt. Another often overlooked reason that the Giraud is more accurate than The heavy-gauge sheet metal base allows you to use the trimmer vertically Continued page 13



High-strength stainless steel cylinder is extensively fluted (reducing weight) and features an Ionbond Diamondblack™ finish for excellent durability.



Figure 3 – Giraud trimmer cutter, shown with a .223 case ready for trimming
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Patented Ruger® friction reducing cam results in a smooth, non-stacking trigger pull.



Hogue® Tamer™ grip (except laser models) is highly effective at reducing felt recoil.
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